Let H, be the Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution of the Dirichlet problem for a resolutive function/on the boundary 9S2 of a bounded domain Q in E". A point y of 8fi will be called strongly regular if HA[x) * fiy) ix ~* y) whenever/is resolutive and continuous aty. Necessary and sufficient conditions for strong regularity are given.
1. Introduction. We use the notations and terminology of Helms [4] , and we shall frequently make use of standard results in [4] without further notice. Throughout this note Q will be a bounded domain (nonempty, connected, open set) in E" (n > 2) andy will be a point of 3fi. It is familiar that such a pointy is regular if and only if for each bounded, resolutive function /on 3fi, continuous at y, (1) hm Hf(x) = f(y)}
We shall say that y is strongly regular if (1) holds for every resolutive function / which is continuous at y. It is sometimes useful to know about strong regularity; for example, if every point of 3fi is strongly regular, then a continuous function/on 30 (possibly taking the values ±oo) has a classical Dirichlet solution (= HA provided only that Hr > -oo and H, < +oo. In certain special cases (e.g., when fi is a ball or a half-ball (Kuran [6] )) one can show from explicit Poisson integral representations of Hf that every point of 9fi is strongly regular. However, to the best of my knowledge, the problem of determining general conditions for strong regularity has not yet received attention.
For the purposes of comparison, we state the following theorem which is well known, at least implicitly. Its proof is omitted.
Theorem A. A necessary and sufficient condition for the regularity of y is that (1) holds for each nonnegative, real-valued, continuous function f on dQ with supp/ C 3fi ~ B Rfor some positive number R.
For the strong regularity of y, we need the condition of this theorem to hold, in a certain sense, uniformly in /. More precisely, we shall prove The proof depends on a result of Kemper [5] . Obviously, strong regularity implies regularity, and Theorems A and 1 lead one to suspect that regularity does not imply strong regularity. In fact, Brelot [1] has given an example of a domain in E2 with a boundary point which is regular but not strongly regular. It is easy to show that his domain has a continuum of such boundary points.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Since (iii) => (ii) trivially, it is enough to show that (i) =* (iii) and (ii) => (i).
(i) => (iii) Suppose that y is strongly regular and that R > 0. Let 'SI be the vector space of resolutive functions / on 3fi with supp/ C 3fl ~ B R. We show first that there exist positive numbers /, K such that t < R and (3) \Hf(x)\ < KH{fl(z) (x G Byt n 0,/ G %.
Working by contradiction, we see that if (3) is false, then there exist a sequence (*■) in fi such that x--> y and a sequence (/) in <3l with the property (4) \Hfj ( (ii) => (i) Suppose that (ii) holds. Let / be a resolutive function on 3fi, continuous at y. We need to prove (1) . Suppose for the moment that \f(y)\ < +00-Then, since H, = H,_,, \ + f(y), we may assume that f(y) = 0.
Suppose that e > 0. Then there exists a positive number 5 such that / < e on ByS n 3fi. Let u be a positive superharmonic element of IL (take v E lly, then for some real A, 0 < v + X E IL), and define F on 3fi by F(w) = 0 (w E B o n 3fi), F(w) = lim inf u(x) (w E 3fi ~ BVA.
Then it is easy to check that F is nonnegative and lower semicontinuous.
Further, / < e + F on 3fi, so that (6) lim sup Hj(x) < e + lim sup HF(x).
Since F is nonnegative and lower semicontinuous on 3fi, there exists an increasing sequence (g) of nonnegative, real-valued, continuous functions on 3fi such that g--* F (j -» oo). Hence, since l\F contains a superharmonic element (e.g. u), lim^^// = HF < +00. The inequalities 0 < g < F imply that each g vanishes on B s n 3fi, whence, by (ii), there exists a positive number r such that Hg.(x) < eHgj(z)(HF(z) + l)"1 (x G /^ n fi).
Letting/ -» 00, we find that HF < e in Byr C\ fi. Combining this result with (6) and remembering that e is arbitrary we obtain lim sup HAx) = 0, and this, taken together with the corresponding result for -/ yields (l). To prove Theorem 2, we show that if its hypotheses are satisfied, then so also is condition (ii) of Theorem 1.
We may suppose without loss of generality that R <C s. Let / be nonnegative, real-valued and continuous on 3fi, and suppose that supp/ C 3fĩ B R. Put w = fi n B and define <#> on 3w by c> = Hj on 3w n fi, ci = / on 3w fl 3fi.
Then (b is resolutive and H. = H, in co. Further, $ is bounded on 3co and vanishes on 3fi n B R. Since <o is Lipschitz, every point of 3<o is regular, by the Poincare exterior cone criterion. Hence lim HAx) = lim Hjx) = 0 (w G 3fi n Bv R).
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By the lemma, if 0 < t < R and z G fi n Bys, then there is a real number K such that for all such functions / If we put fi' = B , D fi, then by considering the function x defined by (5) and repeating the argument given in §2, we can show that, if e > 0, there exists a positive number r such that (2) holds for all such /
